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Abstract. Self-supervised monocular depth estimation has emerged as
a promising method because it does not require groundtruth depth dur-
ing training. As an alternative for groundtruth depth, a photometric
loss enables to provide self-supervision on depth prediction by match-
ing the input image frames. However, the photometric loss has various
problems, resulting in less accurate depth values compared to supervised
approaches. In this paper, we propose to leverage semantic information
to overcome the limitations of the photometric loss. Our key idea is to
exploit semantic-aware depth features which integrate the semantic and
geometric knowledge. We introduce a multi-task approach to incorporate
semantic-awareness into the depth feature representations. Our proposed
modules for multi-task learning can be widely adopted to self-supervised
models based on both stereo images and monocular video sequences. Ex-
periments on the KITTI dataset demonstrate that our methods compete
or outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms. Furthermore, extensive ex-
periments show that semantic-aware depth features are robust to a wide
array of conditions, such as low-light or adverse weather.
Keywords: Self-supervised learning, Monocular depth estimation, Se-
mantic segmentation, Multi-task learning
1 Introduction
Monocular Depth Estimation, aiming at producing dense depth estimates from
a single image, is an important task for autonomous driving, augmented real-
ity, and robotics. Most supervised methods [12,28,13] show that Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) are powerful tools to produce dense depth images. Nev-
ertheless, collecting large-scale dense depth maps for groundtruth is very difficult
due to data sparsity and expensive depth sensing devices [16], such as LiDAR. In
light of this, self-supervised monocular depth estimation [15,17,54,18] has gained
attention in recent years because it does not require image and groundtruth pairs.
Self-supervised depth learning is a training method to regress the depth values
via the error function, named photometric loss. This function computes errors
between the reference image and the geometrically reprojected image from other
? First two authors contributed equally.
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Fig. 1. Example of monocular depth estimation based on self-supervision from either
stereo images (top row) or monocular video sequences (bottom row). The third column
illustrates the results of Monodepth2 [18] (top) and Monodepth [17] (bottom).
viewpoints. The reference and the image of other viewpoints can be either a
calibrated pair of left and right images in stereo [15,17] or adjacent frames with
the relative camera pose in a video sequence [54,18]. However, previous stud-
ies [26,53,18,15] show that the brightness change of pixels, low texture regions,
repeated patterns, and occlusions can cause differences in the photometric loss
distribution and hinder the training. To address such limitations of the photo-
metric loss, we propose a novel method, which fuses the feature level semantic
information to geometric representations. Depth features guided by semantic su-
pervision can involve the spatial context of the input image. This information
serves as complementary knowledge to interpret the 3D Euclidean space and
improves the depth estimation performance. For example, Fig. 1 shows that our
method has a consistent depth range for each instance. In the first row, the dis-
torted car shape of the baseline prediction is recovered with ours. Despite these
advantages, a general method to learn semantic-aware depth features has not
been explored widely in the current self-supervised monocular depth estimation
approaches.
To learn semantic-aware depth features, we investigate a multi-task learning
approach that imposes semantic supervision from supervised segmentation train-
ing to self-supervised depth training. However, multi-task learning (MTL) often
suffers from task interference in that features learned to perform one task may
not be suitable for others [27]. Thus, it is essential to distinguish the features
between the task-specific and task-shared properties, which represent whether
or not to share information for the different tasks. We present modules to ob-
tain semantic-aware depth features by taking only the portions of the semantic
features that are helpful for accurate depth estimation. In the encoder stage,
we exploit the Residual Adapter [43] and the Squeeze and Excitation module
[20] to learn adaptive features for each task. We demonstrate that these simple
modules improve the performance of depth estimation. Besides, in the decoder
stage, we introduce cross propagation units inspired by [37,22] and affinity prop-
agation units to integrate the intermediate representation from both tasks. With
these two auxiliary modules, the depth decoder can take into account the inter-
mediate representation of the semantic-awareness in both spatial and channel
dimensions.
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Our proposed strategy can be easily extended to both types of self-supervised
approaches; video sequences and stereo images. Furthermore, we experimentally
validate the superiority of semantic-aware depth features under low light and
adverse weather conditions. In summary, the contributions of this paper are
shown as follows:
– We propose a multi-task approach to obtain semantic-aware depth features
in self-supervised monocular depth estimation networks.
– We demonstrate that the obtained semantic-aware depth features can over-
come drawbacks of the photometric loss and allow our network to improve
monocular depth estimation performance.
– Our method achieves state-of-the-art results on the KITTI dataset [16], and
extensive experiments show that our method is more robust to various ad-
verse conditions than current algorithms.
2 Related Work
2.1 Self-supervised Training with Stereo Vision
Depth estimation from a single image is an ill-posed problem since one 2D image
can be created from countless 3D scenes. Supervised monocular depth estimation
models [12,35,28,24,46,7] require a large-scale groundtruth dataset, which is ex-
pensive to collect and has different characteristics depending on the sensors. To
mitigate this issue, Garg et al. [15] and Godard et al. [17] propose self-supervised
training methods for monocular depth estimation. These approaches exploit the
warping function to transfer the coordinates of the left image to the right image
plane. In particular, [17] design a photometric loss combining SSIM [49] with L1
term and geometric warping using the spatial transformer network [21]. These
ideas are extended to the trinocular assumption [39] or the generative adversarial
loss function [1,38].
2.2 Self-supervised Training with Monocular Video Sequences
Zhou et al. [54] propose a method to perform depth estimation through cam-
era ego-motion from video sequence images. Instead of left-right consistency,
this method computes the photometric loss by reprojecting adjacent frames to a
current frame with predicted depth and relative camera pose. Monodepth2 [18]
enhance performance using techniques such as minimizing the minimum of re-
projection error and auto-masking. Multiple studies depend on one assumption
that image frames consist of rigid scenes, i.e., appearance change among context
is caused by the camera motion. For this reason, [54] applies network predicted
masks to moving objects, and [18] compares the per-pixel loss to ignore regions
where this assumption is violated. Besides, many studies have been conducted
using additional cues to improve the quality of regression, such as surface normal
[51], optical flow [32,52,41], and edges [50]. Recently, the methods in [2,8] apply
geometric constraints as well as the photometric loss to achieve state-of-the-art
performance.
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2.3 Multi-task Learning
MTL has been developed for a single CNN model to handle a multitude of
tasks and yield better results in all of them. Previous MTL methods based on
CNNs commonly utilize parameter sharing, which share some layers across all
tasks and add task-specific layers on the top of the shared networks [37,31,27].
These naive approaches have two limitations. First, since these methods combine
all the task-specific losses without considering optimal weight parameters, the
model cannot learn multiple objectives properly. Thus, some papers [9,23,45]
propose ways to assign the weights to balance each task. Second, task-specific
features may discourage the network from performing other tasks. Alternative
studies are presented to learn task-shared features and task-specific features,
respectively. In [30], task-specific attention modules allow the shared network
to achieve this goal. Maninis et al. [34] also apply the attention mechanisms,
such as Squeeze and Excitation blocks [20] and Residual Adapters [42,43] to
calibrate intermediate features. These approaches enable the separate learning
of task-specific and task-shared features.
2.4 Self-supervised Training with Semantic Segmentation
Although semantic supervision is helpful for self-supervised monocular depth es-
timation, as far as we know, there are only a few works that handle this aspect.
For self-supervision from stereo pairs, Ramirez et al. [40] utilize the shared en-
coder and separate decoders to train both tasks jointly. Chen et al. [6] design a
left-right semantic consistency and semantics-guided smoothness regularization
showing that semantic understanding strengthens the depth prediction accu-
racy. For video sequence models, some previous works [3,36] also utilize infor-
mation from either semantic or instance segmentation masks for moving objects
in the frames. In contrast to these works, we aim to learn feature level semantic-
awareness for monocular depth estimation. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first attempt to utilize the semantic-aware depth features to overcome the
problems of self-supervised monocular depth estimation.
3 Proposed Approach
3.1 Motivation
In this section, we discuss the mechanism of photometric loss and its limitations.
Besides, we explain the reason why we exploit semantic supervision to overcome
the problems.
Photometric Loss for Self-supervision. Self-supervised monocular depth
estimation relies on the photometric loss through warping between associated
frames, Im and In. These two images are sampled from the left-right pair in
stereo vision or the adjacent time frames in the monocular video sequence. The
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photometric loss with SSIM [49] is formulated as follows:
Lphoto =
1
N
∑
p∈N
(α
1− SSIMmn(p)
2
+ (1− α) ‖ Im(p)− I ′m(p) ‖), (1)
where I ′m is the arranged image by warping In with the predicted depth, N is
the number of valid points that are successfully projected, and α is 0.85. In the
case of video sequence model, camera pose and intrinsic parameters are included
in the warping process. For more details, please refer to the supplementary ma-
terial. However, this loss has a severe drawback that depth regression from RGB
images is vulnerable to environmental changes. We hypothesize that depth fea-
tures jointly trained by semantic segmentation, termed semantic-aware depth
features, are capable of leveraging semantic knowledge to guide the depth es-
timation. Therefore, we propose semantic supervision to solve the issues of the
photometric loss through multi-task learning.
Semantic Supervision. Semantic-awareness can give prior knowledge that if
certain 3D points are projected to adjacent pixels with the same semantic class,
those points should locate in similar positions in the 3D space. Besides, even
where the RGB values are indistinguishable, understanding the spatial context
from the semantic information can lead to the individual characteristics of the
pixels in that region.
In order to guide the geometric reconstruction by the feature level of seman-
tics, we design a method to learn two tasks through joint training rather than
simply using segmentation masks as input. For the supervised framework in
the semantic segmentation task, pre-trained DeepLabv3+ [5] is used to prepare
pseudo labels of semantic masks, and the loss function is cross-entropy.
3.2 Network Architecture
Without a direct association between tasks, task interference can occur, which
can corrupt each task-specific feature. We propose a network with the param-
eter sharing that two tasks share an encoder and have each decoder branch.
Therefore, the task-specific schemes are designed to prevent corruption in sin-
gle encoder, and each subnetwork for the decoders has task-sharing modules to
make synergy between tasks.
Encoder. To avoid interference between the tasks of depth estimation and seg-
mentation, we build the encoder using three techniques of [34], shown in Fig. 2.
First, the Squeeze and Excitation (SE) block [20] inserts global average pooled
features into a fully connected layer and generates activated vectors for each
channel via a sigmoid function. The vectors that pass through SE modules are
multiplied with the features and give attention to each channel. We allocate
different task-dependent parameters so that SE blocks can possess distinct char-
acteristics. Second, Residual Adapters (RA) [43], ensuring a small number of
extra parameters that can have task-specific attribute and rectify the shared
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of the SE-ResNet module for our encoder. SE and adapt denote
SE block [20] per task and the task-specific Residual Adapter [43].
features, are added to existing residual layers:
LT(x) = x+ L(x) + RAT(x), (2)
where x is processed features and T ∈ {Depth,Seg}. L(·) and RAT(·) denote a
residual layer and a task-specific Residual Adapter of task T, respectively. Third,
we obtain task-invariant features through batch normalization per individual
tasks as it exploits calculated statistics which have task-dependent properties
[4].
Decoder. As illustrated in Fig. 3, we design two separate decoders for each
task. The separate decoders are allowed to learn task-specific features, but mak-
ing it difficult to exploit other task’s features. We have experimented with two
information propagation approaches to handling this issue. The first approach
is inspired by the success of the sharing units between two task networks in
[37,22]. Instead of weighted parameters suggested by previous works, we utilize
1×1 convolutions H1×11 (·), B1×11 (·) to share intermediate representations from
the other task. It is worth mentioning that the 1×1 convolutions with stride 1
only perform feature modulations across channel dimensions. Before upsampling
layers, we add H1×11 (·), B1×11 (·) that enable both the decoders to share interme-
diate features automatically, rather than tuning parameters for every features
manually. Also, we adopt 1×1 convolutional shortcut H1×12 (·), B1×12 (·) to re-
duce the negative effect of propagation interruption [22], meaning that features
propagated from one task interfere with performing each other task. Given a
segmentation feature si and depth feature di, task-shared features si+1 and di+1
can be obtained as:
dt+1 = dt + H
1×1
1 (st) + H
1×1
2 (dt), st+1 = st + B
1×1
1 (dt) + B
1×1
2 (st). (3)
We refer to this module as the cross propagation unit (CPU).
The second approach is to propagate affinity information from segmenta-
tion to depth estimation. Since all the above mentioned sharing units are com-
posed of 1×1 convolutions, the depth decoder is not able to fuse the features
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Fig. 3. Overview of the proposed framework. In top part, our network consists of one
shared encoder and two separate decoders for each task. This network can take either
monocular video sequences or stereo images for self-supervised training. The bottom
part shows the proposed modules to propagate information between two different tasks
in order to learn semantic-aware depth features. See the detailed architecture in the
supplementary material.
at different spatial locations or learn semantic affinity captured by the seg-
mentation decoder. Thanks to the feature extraction capability of CNN, the
high-dimension features from the segmentation decoder are used to compute the
semantic affinity information. To learn non-local affinity matrix, we first feed
segmentation feature st into two 1×1 convolution layers K1×1 (·) and F1×1 (·),
where K1×1 (st), F1×1 (st) ∈ IRC×H×W. Here, H, W, and C denote height, width,
and the number of channels of the feature. After reshaping them to IRC×HW, we
perform a matrix multiplication between transpose of F1×1 (st) and K1×1 (st).
By applying the softmax operation, the affinity matrix A ∈ IRHW×HW can be
formulated as:
aj,i =
exp(F1×1(st)Ti ·K1×1(st)j)∑HW
i=1 exp(F
1×1(st)Ti ·K1×1(st)j)
, (4)
where aj,i is the affinity propagation value at location j from the i-th region,
and T is the transpose operation. Different from a non-local block [48], the
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obtained semantic affinity matrix is propagated to the depth features to transfer
a semantic correlation of pixel-wise features. We conduct a matrix multiplication
between depth features from G1×1(·) and semantic affinity matrix A. Then we
can obtain depth features guided by the semantic affinity matrix. To mitigate
the propagation interruption [22], we add the original depth feature to the result
of affinity propagation. The affinity propagation process can be expressed as
dt+1 = BN(P
1×1(AG1×1(dt))) + dt, (5)
where P1×1 and BN are a 1×1 convolution layer and the batch normalization
layer. This module is named as the affinity propagation unit (APU). This spatial
correlation of semantic features is significant to estimate depth accurately in the
self-supervised regime.
3.3 Loss Functions
Our loss function consists of supervised and self-supervised loss terms. For se-
mantic supervision, either pseudo labels or groundtruth annotations are avail-
able. We define the semantic segmentation loss Lseg using cross entropy. As
described above, we use phtometric loss Lphoto in 3.1 for self-supervised train-
ing. In addition, to regularize the depth in low texture or homogeneous region of
the scene, we adopt the edge-aware depth smoothness loss Lsmooth in [17]. The
overall loss function is formulated as follows,
Ltot = Lphoto + λsmoothLsmooth + λsegLseg, (6)
where λseg and λsmooth are the weighting terms selected through grid search.
Our network can be trained in an end-to-end manner. All the parameters in task-
shared modules of the encoder, APU and CPU are trained by back-propagation
of Ltot, while the parameters in task-specific modules of the encoder and decoders
are learned by the gradient of the task-specific loss, namely either Lseg or Lphoto+
Lsmooth. For instance, all the specific layers for the segmentation task in both
the encoder and the decoder are not trained with Lphoto and Lsmooth, and vice
versa.
Furthermore, for self-supervised training with the monocular video sequence,
we train an additional pose network and the proposed encoder-decoder model
simultaneously. The pose network follows the same training protocols described
in Monodepth2 [18]. We also incorporate techniques in [18], including auto-
masking, applying per-pixel minimum reprojection loss, and depth map upsam-
pling to obtain improved results.
4 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach on self-supervised monocular
depth estimation that includes both stereo and sequence scenes, and compare
with other state-of-the-art methods.
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Table 1. Quantitative results on the KITTI 2015 [16] by the split of Eigen. * indicates
updated results from Github. D is supervised training with depth labels, and M is
the self-supervised method with video sequence input. We additionally show better
performance on high resolution 1024×320. This table does not include online refinement
performance for a fair comparison.
Method Train
Lower is better. Higher is better.
Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
Eigen [12] D 0.203 1.548 6.307 0.282 0.702 0.890 0.957
Liu [29] D 0.201 1.584 6.471 0.273 0.680 0.898 0.967
DORN [13] D 0.072 0.307 2.727 0.120 0.932 0.984 0.994
Zhou [54]* M 0.183 1.595 6.709 0.270 0.734 0.902 0.959
Yang [51] M 0.182 1.481 6.501 0.267 0.725 0.906 0.963
LEGO [50] M 0.162 1.352 6.276 0.252 - - -
Mahjourian [33] M 0.163 1.240 6.220 0.250 0.762 0.916 0.968
GeoNet [52]* M 0.149 1.060 5.567 0.226 0.796 0.935 0.975
DDVO [47] M 0.151 1.257 5.583 0.228 0.810 0.936 0.974
DF-Net [55] M 0.150 1.124 5.507 0.223 0.806 0.933 0.973
EPC++ [32] M 0.141 1.029 5.350 0.216 0.816 0.941 0.976
Struct2depth [3] M 0.141 1.026 5.291 0.215 0.816 0.945 0.979
SC-SfMLearner[2] M 0.137 1.089 5.439 0.217 0.830 0.942 0.975
CC [41] M 0.140 1.070 5.326 0.217 0.826 0.941 0.975
SIGNet [36] M 0.133 0.905 5.181 0.208 0.825 0.947 0.981
GLNet [8] M 0.135 1.070 5.230 0.210 0.841 0.948 0.980
Monodepth2 [18] M 0.115 0.903 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
Ours M 0.114 0.775 4.589 0.186 0.872 0.962 0.984
Ours (1024× 320) M 0.110 0.743 4.489 0.183 0.879 0.964 0.984
4.1 Experimental Settings
Dataset. We used the KITTI dataset [16] as in Zhou et al. [54], which consists of
39,810 triple frames for training and 4,424 images for validation in the sequence
model. In stereo model, we used Eigen [12]’s splits of 22,600 left-right pairs for
training and 888 pairs for validation. The test split is composed of 697 images in
both models. These images have no segmentation labels, so we prepared semantic
masks of 19 categories from DeepLabv3+ pre-trained on Cityscapes [10]. The
pre-trained model attains the semantic segmentation performance of mIoU 75%
on the KITTI validation set. To show that our method has robust performance in
the adverse weather, we experimented with Virtual KITTI (vKITTI) [14], which
is synthetic data composed of various weather conditions in five video sequences
and 11 classes of semantic labels. We divided vKITTI into six weather conditions
as given in [14]. The training set has relatively clean 8464 sequence triplets that
belong to morning, sunset, overcast, and clone. The 4252 fog and clone images,
which are challenging because of very different environments to the training set,
were tested to show each performance. The predicted depth range of KITTI and
vKITTI is clipped to 80m to match the Eigen following [18].
Implementation Details. We implemented the proposed deep model using
PyTorch. We built our encoder based on the ResNet-18 [19] backbone with SE
modules, and bridged to the decoder with skip connections based on the general
U-Net architecture [44]. Each layer of the encoder was pre-trained on ImageNet
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Fig. 4.Qualitative results on the KITTI Eigen split. Our models in the last row produce
better visual outputs, especially the sharpest boundaries of the objects. In the second
row, Semantic denotes the segmentation results from DeepLabv3+ [5] on the test set.
[11], while parameters in the task-specific modules of the encoder, two decoders,
CPU and APU were randomly initialized. In terms of training with monocular
video sequence, we used a pose network based on ResNet-18 and pre-trained it
using ImageNet. Architectural details of the pose network follow Monodepth2
[18]. We trained our model in a batch size of 8 using Adam optimizer [25].
We used the learning rate of 10−4 and the weight decay β = (0.9, 0.999). The
training is done end-to-end with images and precomputed segmentation masks
resized to 640 × 192 (512 × 256 for stereo). We set λseg = 1 and λsmooth = 10−3
to balance the loss function. The remaining details follow [17] for the stereo or
[18] for the sequence, which is the base network of our method.
4.2 Experimental Results
Comparison with State-of-the-art. The quantitative results of self-supervised
monocular depth estimation on KITTI are shown in Table 1. Our method out-
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Table 2. Ablation for sequence model. Ours indicates our reimplementation of [18],
and Seg is multi-task learning with segmentation. R and N denote the task-specific
Residual Adapter and batch normalization per each task.
Model Seg R/N CPU APU
Lower is better. Higher is better.
Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
Monodepth2 [18] 0.115 0.903 4.863 0.193 0.877 0.959 0.981
Ours with SE X 0.116 0.918 4.842 0.193 0.873 0.959 0.981
Ours with SE X X 0.116 0.883 4.703 0.189 0.877 0.961 0.982
Ours with SE X X X 0.117 0.826 4.660 0.187 0.869 0.961 0.984
Ours with SE X X X 0.111 0.815 4.665 0.187 0.881 0.962 0.982
Ours with SE X X X X 0.114 0.775 4.589 0.186 0.872 0.962 0.984
Table 3. Ablation for stereo model. Ours indicates our reimplementation of [17] with
ResNet-18 backbone, and pp means the post-processing method [17].
Model Seg R/N CPU APU
Lower is better. Higher is better.
Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
Garg et al. [15]* 0.152 1.226 5.849 0.246 0.784 0.921 0.967
Monodepth [17]* 0.133 1.142 5.533 0.230 0.830 0.936 0.970
3Net [39] 0.129 0.996 5.281 0.223 0.831 0.939 0.974
Chen et al. [6] + pp X 0.118 0.905 5.096 0.211 0.839 0.945 0.977
Ours 0.150 1.304 5.881 0.247 0.789 0.919 0.964
Ours with SE X 0.128 1.242 5.348 0.225 0.847 0.941 0.971
Ours with SE X X 0.118 0.972 5.107 0.213 0.850 0.947 0.975
Ours with SE X X X X 0.120 0.940 5.006 0.213 0.851 0.946 0.975
performs not only Monodepth2 but also other networks for most of the metrics.
We also show a further increase in performance through high-resolution images.
The qualitative results in Fig. 4 show that our approach reduces the prob-
lem that training with photometric losses is inappropriate to where ambiguous
boundaries or complicate shapes exist. For example, road signs in the first and
last columns are the hard objects to describe, so all the other methods except
ours fail to estimate the depth accurately. As our method with semantic-aware
depth features perceives the representation of the target objects, the outlines of
instances become clear. In other words, the limitation of the photometric loss,
which compares individual errors at the pixel level, can be improved by super-
vision from the feature level semantic information.
Ablation Study. We conduct experiments to explore the effects of the proposed
methods while removing each module in Table. 2. When semantic knowledge is
delivered through multi-task learning with segmentation, the performance is en-
hanced. Furthermore, the more improvement occurs in almost all the metrics
when semantic-aware depth features are created by our techniques that divide
task-specific and task-shared parameters. CPU and APU process the features in
the channel and spatial dimensions, respectively, and show better results when
both of them are included in the networks.
In order to demonstrate the scalability of our method in self-supervised
monocular depth estimation, the proposed modules are applied to Monodepth,
which train the networks from stereo cues. Table 3 shows that semantic-aware
depth features in the stereo model also increase the performance comparable
to state-of-the-art Chen et al. [6], which only focus on self-supervised training
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Table 4. Adverse weather experiments on vKITTI [14]. For a fair comparison, we test
after adding SE modules into the base architecture of Monodepth2.
Method Weather
Lower is better. Higher is better.
Abs Rel Sq Rel RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252 δ < 1.253
Monodepth2 [18] (SE) fog 0.218 2.823 10.392 0.370 0.686 0.871 0.919
Ours fog 0.213 2.478 9.018 0.317 0.690 0.872 0.936
Monodepth2 [18] (SE) rain 0.200 1.907 6.965 0.263 0.734 0.901 0.961
Ours rain 0.145 1.114 6.349 0.222 0.800 0.937 0.977
(a) Results according to Light Conditions
Intensity = 0.8 Intensity = 0.4 Intensity = 0.1
(b) Qualitative results.
Fig. 5. Robustness for light intensity changes. (b) Top to bottom: Input RGB images,
predicted depth map of GeoNet [52], SIGNet [36], Monodepth2 [18], and ours.
with stereo vision. On the other hand, our method can be globally adjusted to
self-supervised networks regardless of stereo or sequence input. Hence, we expect
better performance if loss functions proposed by [6] is combined with ours.
Low Light Conditions. Assuming low light situations, we measure the per-
formance of networks multiplying the input images by a scale between zero and
one. Figure 5 shows that our proposed method has shown consistent results re-
gardless of illuminance. When the value of darkness becomes 0.9, our approach
produces a smaller increase than others in the square relative error. This proves
that our strategy complements the depth estimation by identifying semantics
rather than simply regressing depth values from RGB information. In the case
of zero intensity, only SIGNet [36] shows some valuable performance, because it
exploits segmentation masks as input to the network during the test.
Weather Conditions. In addition to low light experiments, we experiment
with vKITTI to show that the proposed method is robust to the adverse weather.
We test the case of rain and fog that are challenging for depth estimation, after
training with the other condition data, to prove the effectiveness of our methods.
Table 4 demonstrates that the performance increase when the depth estimation
is performed using semantic-aware depth features. Correspondingly, Fig. 6 shows
the depth hole (1st column) or infinite depth on moving objects (4th column)
problems are reduced, and the shape of the objects is predicted better.
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Fig. 6. Qualitative results on fog and rain data of vKITTI [14]. Left two images are
fog, and the right two are rain conditions.
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Fig. 7. Reflective material examples. Ours estimates relatively consistent depth values
with the surroundings, even in the areas where Lambertian assumptions are ignored.
Reflective Material Problems. Figure 7 shows that our approach has better
qualitative results in the regions where the Lambertian assumption is violated.
Without semantic-awareness, Monodepth2 [18] often fails to learn proper depths
for distorted, reflective, or color-saturated regions like windows of vehicles. How-
ever, our model is aware of semantic information which can tell whether a group
of neighboring pixels belongs to the same object category or not. Therefore, the
distances of the windows are similar to those of their vehicles compared to [18].
Further Discussion about Semantic Supervision. Since our network train-
ing of the segmentation layers relies on pseudo labels generated by DeepLabv3+
[5], this training scheme may have problems when DeepLabv3+ does not work
well. The performance of DeepLabv3+ is good enough, but there are several hard
cases on the test set, as shown in Fig. 8. Likewise, the segmentation masks from
our semantic decoder are coarse and lose some details in those cases. However,
our segmentation results are reasonable because they are derived from not only
semantic supervision but also geometric features through joint learning. Besides,
our approach exploits not a single segmentation mask as input but feature level
semantic knowledge across the entire data, so our coarse semantic learning is
sufficient to make the depth features semantic-aware.
To demonstrate the strength of semantic-aware depth features directly, per-
formance evaluation for each class is shown in Fig. 9. We exploit the pseudo
labels as the masks per each class to evaluate the class-specific depth estimation
performance. With semantic information, our method shows that absolute rel-
ative difference is reduced in all classes except for the sky class. In particular,
people (0.150 to 0.137) and poles (0.223 to 0.215) have significant performance
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Fig. 8. Segmentation and depth estimation results for the test set. Segmentation masks
in the second row are never considered by our network during training, but we present
these results for a fair comparison with our results.
Fig. 9. Comparison of depth estimation error in distinct classes. Our method increases
the performance in all classes except for sky which has infinite depth.
improvement. Accurate depth values of these categories are difficult to learn by
photometric loss because of the exquisite shape, but the semantic-aware features
delineate the contour of objects better. Besides, semantic-awareness shows that
it is also helpful for estimating the distances of the moving classes such as riders
(0.197 to 0.180) and trains (0.125 to 0.109) that violate the assumption of rigid
motions in self-supervised monocular depth training.
5 Conclusions
This paper points out the problems of the photometric loss and introduces how to
mediate those issues with semantic information. Through the designed multi-task
approach, our self-supervised depth estimation network can learn semantic-aware
features to improve the performance of depth prediction. We also demonstrate
that our modules can be applied to universal self-supervision depth networks, re-
gardless of whether the type of training images is either stereo or video sequence.
Furthermore, to prove our method is robust to environmental changes, various
experiments are conducted under different conditions. The experimental results
show that our framework is more effective than other state-of-the-art networks.
In future work, we will investigate the still existing limitation of photometric
loss in semi-supervised depth training, which uses small amounts of groundtruth
depth and explore the way to apply semantic information.
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